Go Research
The Go Research Project plays a key role in the preservation of this magnificent
wilderness and the future success of Harnas whose aim is to provide wildlife with a
vast and untouched habitat. Take a break from your studies or daily routine and come
and experience nature at its primitive best, smell the dust and feel the heat of Africa.
We need you to make a difference today.
Role of the volunteer:
Go Research offers you the opportunity to be actively involved in any of the
following research activities on Harnas:
·Game counts, night drives and predator call-ups
·Distribution of different kinds of game species
·Grazing patterns of the herbivores
·Eating habits of the carnivores
·Data basing and tracking of collared animals
·Monitoring the behavioural patterns of the different animals
·Stress factors or
·Interaction between the different predators.
·Bird observations – Creating a thorough bird species database
Harnas gives you the opportunity to help establish and or maintain a working database
on the many different wild (and not so wild) animals that can be found on Harnas.
Your contribution might help to make a difference in so many animal lives.
Accommodation will be at the Volunteer village.
Do I need experience? Not necessarily.
Although a diploma and/or certificates relevant to the project or work experience as a
wildlife researcher or animal behaviourist are an added advantage, anyone
considering studying towards a nature science degree or a deep interest in wildlife
research will be considered. 	
  
	
  
Required length of stay as a Research volunteer is minimum 4 weeks and a maximum
of 3 months. The program allows for 6 volunteer at a time.
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  note	
  that	
  whilst	
  there	
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  Go	
  Research	
  activities,	
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  partake	
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  activities!	
  
	
  

